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Q & A continued Q25/

How do you solve racketeering influenced money laundering and tax fraud?

Explained by ex-Prime Minister John Howard as ‘iron clad’ mathematics, or as the internationally
accepted Racketeering Influenced Corrupt Organisation Act, or by the ABC News as the Phoenix
Company (a Crown password to litigation scams to become fraudulent creditors of building projects)
or as the QPS forensic expert put it “You will not get justice because they don’t want you to win”.
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It took us 2yrs to get her into prison for a lesser scam via a fraudulent CBA / QDPP arranged plea-bargain scam to
plead guilty to the 6 bank $200,000 scams and to hide this key Phoenix Company scam. Therefore, the QLS law
reform Judge Pat Shanahan 'directed me to expose the obvious'.
Q 26/ Are Solicitors 100 times more corrupt than QC's and Barristers?
A 26/ No! As Davida confessed as a QDPP Barrister, Davida was given MOB protection up to a District Court
$200,000 level. Therefore do your own check to find out the obvious from the QLS direct. In the history of the
Queensland justice system, approx 100 Solicitors have been stood down, fined or served a prison sentence for
aiding and abetting their clients as known criminals, or clients who are about to run criminal acts of perjury in
court and need legal counsel to break the law by defending them, to keep them out of prison. Then check with
the Bar Association, where we were told that only one Barrister went to prison, approx 70yrs ago as the Barrister
was believed to be a paedophile. The only other Barrister was Davida, the piece of filth that helped destroy our
th
HEHS Superfund which created this life of hell, with a 20yr anniversary starting from the 15 Sept, 1995.
Q 27/ Where and how do I start to explain?
A 27/ Four times our team have been falsely charged with Davida's $198,000 NAB forgery, then theft, child
assault and child molestation. Four times I have had to prove in the main to the QPS that I am of sound mind to
gain QPS forensic expert Prof. Pathè's finding:- “You will not get justice because they don't want you to
win”. Pathè's team believe I was attacked by bikie thugs who came armed with a nun-chucker and left another
copy of a $47,962.97 proven false CBA invoice, used as an extortion demand, also part of an attack on the
elderly. (My Mother was more than 80yrs of age when Rob Wilson attempted this shareholder home mortgage
loan scam, to try and steal her home.)
We were given legal advice by three Barristers in the due course of this case; Barristers Barlow, Sweeney and
McQuade. In total we were warned “You will not beat the Commonwealth Bank”, but McQuade advised; to
gain justice the best course known to the victims of the crime is to use self help and gain Justice Ken MacKenzie's
'mediation order' as the next step, after gaining proof of CBA liability, by paying one victim only $25,000 to admit
liability but not full blame. This is also known as CIB driven natural justice / holistic law or iron clad
mathematics, or as Judge Pat Shanahan put it, to follow the money trail and the court transcripts of the exposed
perjury to the 14 Judges that have been involved in this case. With Davida as the common MOB Barrister despite
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14 Judges, at no time ever has the real detail of this case even been presented. As proof, these Judges will all
tell you that at no time were they told Davida was a known criminal who acted as our senior legal
counsel to deceive all 14 Judges, to assist in running the Phoenix Company liquidation scam, to make an
estimated $4.4m profit to be broken up as part of this bikie / Rob Wilson racketeering scam to pay the
kickbacks and bribes.
So the obvious QLS Q 28/ To first defend the law:- How is it possible if you are a Solicitor guided and directed
by senior legal counsel when you learn this legal counsel is a MOB Barrister and as a Solicitor you live in fear of
death threats if you expose the truth?
A 28/ As proof, our original Solicitor Adam Sambrook explained after being told of the detail of this Phoenix
Company liquidation racket by the Head Contractor Rob Wilson's original legal team, they refused to act for
Wilson under the direction of the QLS to first defend the law or serve a 5yr jail term for defending a known
criminal. Sambrook explained, quote:- “This case is over my head and you need uptown legal counsel”.
This led to our original 3 Barristers and our new Solicitor Reg Kliedon. Kliedon, after preparing our case also
lived a nightmare; where now Supreme Court Judge Charles Brabazon failed to act on his own direction to
Davida “That's not the way to do it”. Judge Brabazon should have identified the Phoenix Company
liquidation racket. To mean, no case was ever run by Davida to identify the CBA Engineers JF & Pike's report
on 300% for extras in addition to the $30,000 protection payment. This was confirmed by the CBA's new Project
Engineer John Koek of Baseline Civil Engineers, our Accountant Tim Allen and a long list of QPS / CBA
'whistleblowers' 'damages reports'. Referred to in the crime industry as a come-on scam or better known to
the BCC site inspector and Wynnum Police via the copy provided by them of the EPA Sect. 32 flooding induced
sabotage scam, to help prevent completion to gain fraudulent liquidation. Better understood by former Premier
Newman as the 'Site Solutions protection racket', with a promised press release to expose bikie
racketeering. Please refer back to Q16. How do we solve this confessed 'CBA bank circus'?
A 16/ Step 1, Justice Ken MacKenzie showed his frustration under witness because he was left with no USA
style automatic RICO Act time delay circuit breaker to control this $10,000 site sabotage by flooding / liquidation
bikie led Phoenix Co. extortion racket test case.
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Definition of corruption:- To make evil, pervert, bribe and make rotten as this QLS test case proves. This has
now been supported by the Treasury Department Fin. Sys. & Ser. Division, for us to assist the ATO solution to lay
criminal charges. Solicitor Kliedon gave the clue expecting one day this protection racket would find its way into
our court system and said to me “I will swear in court I did the best I could”. To mean, working under the
control of a MOB Barrister, he feared the death threats. If subpoenaed by the Crown, he has no option but to
tell the truth and thus escape the death threats. This supports the QPS Prosecution / Union and QPS direction
to enforce Criminal Code Sect. 200, 204-5, 391 & 399 as confirmed by ex-Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan,
in his apology and resignation for the self confessed act of 'obstruction of justice' and 'abuse of public office'
to then Chief of Staff Supt. Peter Martin, (his then junior officer) to hide this CBA multiple evidence from the 14
Judges who should have gained full discovery and disclosure as per the mediation and discovery orders instead
of abandoning this case.
If you feel I am not telling the truth, or have a case that needs to be acted upon then challenge me and
prove me wrong. If you cannot prove me wrong, then it is your duty of care and responsibility to follow
up and lay or assist in laying criminal charges to have this case finalised.
This proves ex-Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson and Ian Stewart's support for Judge Shanahan's law reform
direction to assist the QPS in stamping out bikie protection rackets, to gain closure to money laundering and tax
fraud, estimated at $460,311 on this test case alone, by proving abandonment is fraud.
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Signed John Bright

CRIME PREVENTION IS THE SOLUTION
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